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Abstract

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have many attractive characteristics, such

as auto-configuration, self-management, and self-healing. With newer and

farther reaching applications being developed in built environments, such as

smart grids and intelligent transportation systems, users expect high quality

of service and thus fairness is an important issue to be addressed. Channel

assignment (CA) is the mechanism for allocating radio resources to the nodes

and therefore plays a key role in managing fairness in WMNs. Fairness in

WMNs depends on how wireless resources are allocated among the nodes. We

examine interference models used in existing CA algorithms and find that CA

algorithms using these models yield poor fairness because they only reflect

local interference between a link and its interfering links. However, flow star-

vation is due to network wide interference (i.e. global) involving border links

and middle links. We propose a novel anti-starvation channel assignment al-

gorithm (ASCA) for planning single radio WMN. Such ASCA algorithm lever-

ages a new interference model that takes into account both local and global

interference. Simulation results show the ASCA algorithm effectively allevi-

ates flow starvation and improves fairness up to 62% compared with the best

result from clique-based CA benchmarks. To the best of our knowledge, the
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proposed ASCA is the first one to optimise CA algorithms with consideration

of both local and global interference.

Keywords: Wireless Mesh Networks, Channel Assignment, Optimisation,

Fairness, Flow starvation, Integer linear programming

1. Introduction

A wireless mesh network (WMN) with a unique “mesh” pattern brings flex-

ible and robust connectivity for various applications, such as providing broad-

band Internet service for home networks [1–3]. In recent years, some new ap-

plication scenarios have emerged in WMNs such as smart grids and intelligent5

transportation systems [4, 5]. The similarity among these applications is that

they appear in built environments, such as the central business district or urban

living spaces and these environments have a highly structured topology like a

line or grid. Since these applications appear in densely populated scenarios,

WMNs are expected to provide high quality of service (QoS), such as high In-10

ternet speed and fair bandwidth allocation [6–10]. Hence, fairness becomes an

important issue to be addressed in WMNs.

Fairness in WMNs depends on how wireless resources are allocated among

the nodes in the networks since the relevant resources, such as wireless spec-

trum, are scarce [2, 11]. If wireless resources are allocated unfairly among15

the nodes in WMNs, resource starvation can happen and leads to severe QoS

degradation [6, 12]. For example, in a large network, when border links are out

of each other’s carrier sensing range and these border links dominate the chan-

nel transmission causing some middle links to starve [13–16], this occurrence

refers to “ border effect”. Flow starvation caused by “border effect” in WMNs20

leads to unfair sharing of a channel among nodes and causes severe degrada-

tion in network fairness, which significantly impacts user experience [17–19].

Hence, it is necessary to resolve unfairness problems like flow starvation for

improving fairness.

In this paper, we study improving fairness for planning WMNs in built en-25
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vironments. Fairness in WMNs is defined as the outcome whereby all nodes

have fair access to the network, fairly share the channel capacity, and achieve

the fair QoS without starvation in the long term. Such fairness in WMNs is

measured from the overall network perspective. Improving fairness in WMNs

has been studied extensively by using various approaches, such as rate con-30

trol [20–22], MAC layer enhancement [23–25], or cross-layer design between

routing, channel assignment (CA), and scheduling [26–31].

Among these approaches, channel assignment plays a key role in man-

aging fairness of WMNs because it allocates radio resources to the nodes in

WMNs [32, 33] and it interfaces the MAC and network layer to ensure fair35

sharing of channel resources among nodes in WMNs [34–36], which is essen-

tial to higher layer protocols. Existing approaches factor in flow starvation in

their goals but they did not measure and quantify the efficacy of their designs

in resolving flow starvation [20, 21]. Our work in this paper differs from prior

work in that we propose a new algorithm that prevents flow starvation and40

contributes to the debate of the effectiveness of CA algorithms in improving

fairness for planning WMNs.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate unfairness problems like flow

starvation and solve flow starvation via improved CA algorithms. Our work

in this paper is restricted to WMNs using a single radio. However, the in-45

sights gained from the evaluation of the single radio WMN can be extended

to a multi-radio WMN by considering each radio as an independent overlay

WMN. We tackle the fairness problem for WMNs at the design stage (as op-

posed to the operational and maintenance stage) and thus narrow down the

scope to static CA without consideration of traffic pattern. Such a static CA50

allocates a channel to a node over an extended duration (in terms or weeks or

months).

Investigating flow starvation with CA algorithms is closely linked to the in-

terference models. An interference model is embedded within CA algorithms

to determine the level of interference between nodes or links. The estimation55

of interference is used for allocating channels to the nodes in WMNs. One
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challenge in CA is to design an interference model to reflect the behaviour in

real world applications. An accurate or realistic model directly contributes to-

wards the effectiveness of CA algorithms in estimating interference, eliminat-

ing border effect and flow starvation, and achieving desired QoS. Hence, we60

will examine interference models used by existing CA algorithms and design

a new interference model to reflect the behaviour of wireless links in WMNs

and thereby eliminate border effect and flow starvation.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises related

work and motivates the need for studying unfairness problems with interfer-65

ence models used in CA algorithms. Section 3 introduces the investigation of

how different interference models used in CA algorithms influence network

fairness and it is premised on some of our earlier work in [37]. Section 4

introduces a new interference model. Section 5 describes the proposed anti-

starvation CA algorithm and the validation of this ASCA algorithm through70

simulation followed by the conclusion in Section 6.

2. Related work

In this section, we will provide a general introduction about the definitions

of fairness. Then we discuss how existing CA algorithms set up their objectives

related to fairness and interference models used in CA algorithms.75

2.1. Fairness definitions

Different definitions of fairness in WMNs have been used in the literature

for wireless networks. According to a survey of fairness in [6], fairness can

be classified as short-term and long-term fairness, and system and individual

fairness. Short-term fairness refers to the resource allocation during a short80

time period while long-term fairness focuses on the fair resource allocation

during a longer time period of the life time of a system. System fairness is

observed from the perspective of a whole system regarding the overall fairness

among all nodes. Individual fairness shows whether the system treats a certain

node fairly according to the traffic demand of this node.85
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In this paper, we focus on studying long-term and system fairness in WMNs.

Our goal is to solve unfairness problems like flow starvation by optimising CA

algorithms. Flow starvation is caused by the border effect: that border links

keep occupying the channel and some middle links may starve [13–16]. In a

IEEE 802.11 WMN, the border links have fewer conflicting links than the links90

between borders so the border links are likely to transmit more packets. If bor-

der links keep transmitting packets, the transmission attempts of links in the

middle have to back off until the channel is released by the border links. Such

flow starvation can cause unfair sharing of channel capacity that leads to se-

vere unfairness. Hence, it is necessary to solve flow starvation for improving95

network fairness in WMNs.

2.2. CA algorithms for fairness

Besides fairness definitions, an important question of fairness is how to

make a fair system. Many studies have been conducted to improve fairness

such as rate control [20–22], MAC layer enhancement [23–25], or cross-layer100

designs between routing, CA, and scheduling [26–31]. However, fairness prob-

lems have not been adequately addressed from the aspect of channel reuse and

this is an increasingly prevalent problem in dense WMN scenarios under heavy

traffic conditions [7, 38–40].

A CA algorithm is crucial to network fairness in WMNs because this CA105

algorithm determines whether radio resource will be allocated fairly among

all the nodes. Most CA algorithms maximise overall or average goodput by

maximising capacity or mitigating interference [24, 25, 41–61]. These CA al-

gorithms choose the channel with the least co-channel links or the least aggre-

gated traffic load to achieve the highest channel goodput for a given link.110

The closest studies to support fairness in CA objectives are [21, 24, 25, 42,

47–49]. Two common fairness metrics used in these CA algorithms are Max-

Min fairness (MMF) and proportional fairness (PF). For MMF, the rate of each

node or link cannot be increased without decreasing the rate of any other node

or link at the same time in WMNs [21, 24, 25]. The goodput performance of115
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algorithms targeting MMF is limited by the slowest link. In terms of PF, the

studies we surveyed impose a fairness constraint λ = Gactual
Fdemand

for every node

or link, where Gactual and Fdemand denote the actual goodput and the traffic

demand. These CA algorithms aim to achieve proportional fairness among

flows instead of maximising the overall goodput [42, 47, 49]. Generally, these120

studies rely on Jain’s index in the evaluation of their CA algorithms [54–56] but

they did not identify whether flow starvation existed in the first place. Without

identifying flow starvation, it is difficult to ascertain whether a CA algorithm

resolves flow starvation.

To the best of our knowledge, the study of flow starvation with CA algo-125

rithms in WMNs has not received much attention. Therefore, it is necessary to

investigate the effectiveness of CA algorithms on solving flow starvation.

2.3. Interference models

As mentioned in the Introduction section of this paper, an interference model

is the key element in CA algorithms because CA algorithms use the interfer-130

ence model to estimate interference that directly determines the channel al-

location and network fairness. The interference model is specific to a single

radio scenario. The overlay strategies for WMNs discussed in [62] appear to

be a good fit for extending the single radio interference model to multi radio

environment but is beyond the scope of this paper.135

Theoretical interference models are widely used in CA algorithms to determine

the interference set [24, 25, 41–46, 48–59, 63]. Widely documented theoreti-

cal models include protocol model, capture threshold model, and interference

range model [64]. No failed packet transmission occurs at a receiver node when

its interfering nodes are out of the interference range [65]. Generally, theoreti-140

cal models only consider the factor of distance and ignore other factors such as

transmission power level and the cumulative effect of interfering signals.

Besides theoretical interference models, some CA algorithms use measurement-

based interference models that are based on the measure of received signal [44,

47]. Measurement-based interference models evaluate interference at a receiver145
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node by calculating signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) or signal-to-

noise-ratio (SNR). When SINR or SNR measured at a receiver node is below a

specific threshold, this receiver node probably cannot receive a correct packet

and the transmission fails. This assumption is based on massive simulations

for mapping SINR to bite error rate. Note that SINR Threshold is defined based150

on different modulation and coding mechanisms in different applications [66].

The difference between a theoretical model and a measurement-based model

is whether the interference model considers the interference power or the ad-

ditive effect from multiple neighbouring links or not [64]. Theoretical mod-

els assume that interference is a binary or pairwise conflict effect among con-155

current transmitting links without consideration of power and additive ef-

fect [64]. Measurement-based models regard interference as an additive effect

from all other neighbouring links transmitting simultaneously since SINR cal-

culates the sum of noise signal power and signal power from all interfering

nodes [64]. In summary, theoretical models are simple but not realistic while160

measurement-based models are realistic but complicated.

Different interference models reflect interference from different perspec-

tives that lead to different channel allocation and fairness in WMNs. In this

paper, we investigate whether the theoretical and measurement-based inter-

ference models used in CA algorithms can prevent flow starvation. Our study165

aims to identify flow starvation in CA algorithms with the help of a new in-

terference model reflecting border effect to optimise CA algorithms. With the

new interference model, optimised CA algorithm will resolve flow starvation

and improve fairness in WMNs.

3. Investigation of unfairness problems with different interference set se-170

lections in CA algorithms

The main purpose of this section is to investigate unfairness problems by

studying how interference models used in existing CA algorithms influence

interference set selections and fairness in single radio WMNs. In this paper, we
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focus on studying the unfairness problem like flow starvation. By exploring the175

shortcomings of existing interference models, we want to provide guidance to

optimise CA algorithms to solve flow starvation and improve network fairness.

The unfairness problem in the single radio occurs in multi radio WMNs albeit

at a later stage as each radio accommodates more nodes.

First, we define three strategies of interference set selections and implement180

these strategies in a simple clique-based CA algorithm. Second, we run this

CA algorithm using different interference set selections in different network

topologies. Then we analyse the network fairness of different channel allo-

cations implemented in simulation. Finally, we discuss how flow starvation

relates to these interference set selections used by CA algorithms.185

We define several variables to facilitate the discussion. The symbols for

these variables together appear with a brief explanation in Table. 1.

Table 1: Notation: Symbols and their meanings.

Symbol Explanation

E The complete set of links in a WMN

N The number of links in E

C The set of available channels for E

P The topology information of links in E

Eorder The set of links in E ordered by a method

Rcs Carrier sensing range

RI Interference range

SIRthreshold The threshold for Signal-To-Interference Ratio (SIR)

Dtr The distance between a sender and a receiver in the same link

dL,B The distance between a link and the left border link based on the senders’ location

dR,B The distance between a link and the right border link based on the senders’ location

ds,r The distance between a sender and a receiver from two different links

ds,s The distance between two senders from two different links

d The inter-link distance interval

D The distance between two border links based on the senders’ location

γX(i) The interference set of a given link i

β Path loss exponent factor

8
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3.1. Interference set selections with a clique-based CA algorithm

Here, we introduce the definitions of three interference set selections based

on three distinct interference models and a clique-based CA algorithm. Two190

categories of interference set selection strategies we select are: (i) carrier sens-

ing oriented and (ii) packet reception oriented strategies. The carrier sensing

oriented strategy focuses on the capacity contention between transmitter nodes

while the packet reception oriented strategy pays particular attention to the in-

terference at a receiver node from neighbouring nodes during the packet recep-195

tion. With the carrier sensing oriented strategy, we define γA as carrier sensing

oriented interference set. For the packet reception oriented strategy, we define

two distinct interference sets, γB and γC. The definitions of these interference

sets are listed below:

200

3.1.1. Carrier sensing oriented strategy

Definition 1. Interference set γA

Let E denote the complete set of links in a WMN. For a tagged link i in E, the interfer-

ence set,

γA(i) = {l ∈ E \ {i} | ds,s ≤ Rcs} , (1)

whereby ds,s is the distance between the sender nodes of link l and link i, ds,r is the205

distance between the sender of link l and the receiver of link i, Rcs is the carrier sensing

range.

3.1.2. Packet reception oriented strategies

Definition 2. Interference set γB

Let E denote the complete set of links in a WMN. For a tagged link i in E, the interfer-210

ence set,

γB(i) = {l ∈ E \ {i} | ds,r ≤ RI} , (2)

whereby ds,r is the distance between the sender of link l and the receiver of link i, RI is

the theoretical interference range (RI = k× Dtr, k > 0).

9
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Definition 3. Interference set γC

Let E denote the complete set of links in a WMN. For a tagged link i in E, the interfer-215

ence set,

γC(i) =



l ∈ E \ {i} |

(
ds,r

Dtr

)β

≤ SIRthre



 , (3)

whereby ds,r is the distance between the sender of link l and the receiver of link i, Dtr is

the transmitter-receiver separation of link i, β is the path loss exponent factor, SIRthre

is the SIR threshold for a successful transmission subject to the used modulation and

coding scheme.220

3.1.3. Example: Selecting interference sets

To help understand the difference between three different interference set

selection strategies, we use Figure 1 and 2 to demonstrate the selections of these

interference sets. The node highlighted in red is in conflict with the node in

blue assuming both nodes use the same channel.225

Carrier sensing oriented interference set γA mainly focuses on the capac-

ity contention between sender nodes when they attempt to transmit packets

concurrently. In Figure 1, according to Definition 1 of interference set γA,

γA(L1) = {L2} because sender S2 of link L2 is within the carrier sensing range

of sender S1 in link L1.230

Rcs

S2

R2

L2

S3

R3

L3

S1

R1

L1

Figure 1: Visualising interference set γA

S2

R2

L2

S3

R3

L3

S1

R1

L1

RI

Figure 2: Visualising interference set γB

The packet reception oriented interference sets γB and γC focus on the po-
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tential interference at the receiver node during the packet reception from its

sender. The interference sets given by γB is based on a theoretical interference

model while the interference set γC is based on the measurement-based inter-

ference model. In Figure 2, γB(L1) = {L2} because sender S2 of link L2 is235

within the interference range Ri of receiver R1 of link L1.

We use Figure 2 to explain the interference set γC. Let us select two-ray

ground propagation model [67] and IEEE 802.11b 2Mbps in which β = 4 and

SIRthre = 10. According to Definition 3, ds,r ≤ 1.78×Dtr. In Figure 2, γC(L1) =

{L2} if sender S2 of link L2 is within the interference range Ri = 1.78×Dtr(L2)240

of receiver R1 of link L1.

3.1.4. Clique-based CA algorithm:

We select a standard clique-based CA algorithm INSTC [68] described in

Algorithm 1 and integrate the above three interference set selections with this

CA algorithm. The inputs of this algorithm are: (i) available channel set C, (ii)245

network link set E, and (iii) node position P with fixed Rcs, RI , and SIRthre.

The output is the channel allocation of all links in E.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for a clique-based CA algorithm
Input : C, E, P

Output: Channel allocation of all the links in E

1 begin

2 foreach link i ∈ E do

3 Select γX(i) (see Algorithm 2) , where X ∈ {A, B, C} ;

4 end

5 Eorder ← links in E ordered by Algorithm 3 ;

6 foreach link i ∈ Eorder do

7 Select the least used channel in C among the links in γX(i);

8 end

9 end

11
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Algorithm 2: Constructing interference set γX(i)

1 foreach link i ∈ E do

2 foreach link j ∈ E \ {i} do

3 switch X do

4 case A

5 if ds,s ≤ Rcs then

6 γA(i)← j

7 end

8 end

9 case B

10 if ds,r ≤ RI then

11 γB(i)← j

12 end

13 end

14 case C

15 if ( ds,r
Dtr

)
β ≤ SIRthre then

16 γC(i)← j

17 end

18 end

19 endsw

20 end

21 end

Algorithm 1 has three main steps: (i) selecting the interference set for each

link in E, (ii) ordering links, and (iii) allocating channels to links in Eorder. In

the first step (in lines 2− 4 of Algorithm 1), the CA algorithm selects the in-250

terference set of each link i as γX where X ∈ {A, B, C} denotes the different

strategies listed in Algorithm 2. In the second step, the link set Eorder is sorted

in a non-increasing order of the Link Potential Interference (LPI) that is defined

as the number of links within the interference set (line 5 of Algorithm 1). We

12
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Algorithm 3: Ordering E based on LPI

1 for i← 1 to N by 1 do

2 for j← 1 to N − i by 1 do

3 if |γX(E(j))| ≤ |γX(E(j + 1))| then

4 temp = E(j);

5 E(j) = E(j + 1);

6 E(j + 1) = temp;

7 end

8 end

9 end

select a simple bubble sorting algorithm in Algorithm 3 defined in INSTC [68].255

Next, the CA algorithm allocates channels to the links in the ordered Eorder

(lines 6− 8 of Algorithm 1). The channel allocation strategy is such that the

least frequently used channel within the interference set of a link i is allocated

to this link. Such a channel allocation strategy has been widely used in CA

algorithms to reduce the interference among the links within an interference260

set.

3.1.5. Example for the CA algorithm using different interference sets

We execute the CA algorithm given by Algorithm 1 in a WMN deployed

over a grid topology as an example of applications in built environments. The

grid topology covers an area of D = 1000 m, and has 11 single-hop links with265

a constant interval d of 100 m (see Figure 3). We set C as {1, 2, 3}, Rcs as 700 m,

RI as 2× Dmax
tr (Dmax

tr is 427 m), β as 4, Dtr as 100 m, and SIRthre as 10 dB. All

these input parameters are calculated based on the parameters in Table 3.

The result of different interference sets is shown in Table 2. The first row

refers to the link index from L1 to L11 as shown in Figure 3. The second to270

fourth rows list the channel index allocated to each link with the use of three

different interference sets. For example, the second row is the channel allo-

13
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d

D

Figure 3: The mesh topology used in Algorithm 1

Table 2: Channel allocations from different interference sets in a 1000× 100 m2 mesh topology

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

γA 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3

γB 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2

γC 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1

cation based on interference set selection strategy γA. In this table, different

interference sets yield different channel allocations.

Next, we run the clique-based CA algorithm using three different interfer-275

ence set selections with different network topologies and analyse the fairness

among three different interference set selections through simulations.

3.2. Fairness with different interference sets through simulation

In this subsection, we first introduce the inputs of the clique-based CA al-

gorithm such as topologies and the available channel set, simulation configura-280

tions, and fairness measures. Then we run the clique-based CA algorithm (see

Algorithm 1) with different network topologies and implement the channel al-

locations in simulation. By analysing the simulation results, we investigate the

relationship between flow starvation and three different interference set selec-

tions.285
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3.2.1. Algorithm inputs, simulation configuration and fairness measure

The algorithm inputs include available channel set, link set, and network

topology. We set the available channel set as C = {1, 2, 3} based on IEEE

802.11b protocol that has three non-overlapped channels. The link set ranges

from 5 single-hop links to 15 single-hop links. We choose transmitter-receiver290

separation for all the links in simulation is less than 100 m to guarantee collision-

free transmissions (based on the findings from [69]) whereby it was found that

carrier sensing mechanism can protect packet transmission against collision

when the transmitter-receiver separation is less than 0.56 × Dmax
tr (Dmax

tr de-

notes maximum transmission range).295

We select grid and random topologies that range from small border distance

D = 400 m to large border distance D = 1400 m. The grid topologies we use in

this section deploy links with a constant interval d of 100 m (see Figure 3). Ran-

dom topologies we use are generated by a R script. With a given area and given

link number, the node position and link length are generated randomly accord-300

ing to uniform distribution. Rcs as 700 m, RI as 2× Dmax
tr (Dmax

tr is 427 m), β as

4, Dtr as 100 m, and SIRthre as 10 dB. All these input parameters are calculated

based on the parameters in Table 3.

Table 3: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Name Value

Transmission Power 15 dBm

Receiver Sensitivity -94 dBm

Path Loss Model Two-Ray

Shadowing and Fading Model None

Routing Static Routing

Physical Layer IEEE 802.11 b

Data Rate 2 Mbps

Packet Size 1500 Bytes

Inter-packet Interval 6 ms
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With the parameters in Table 3, we run the CA algorithm (see Algorithm 1)

and implement the channel allocations from the clique-based algorithm into305

our simulation tool, Qualnet 5.2. The simulation parameters are listed in Ta-

ble 3. To simplify the analysis, all nodes are identically configured with satu-

rated traffic generators. The average goodput of each links is calculated from

100 randomly seeded simulation runs. All averages shown are reported with

confidence interval of 95% with the range from 1.4 to 3.0 kbps under the as-310

sumption that the averages are normally distributed.

To evaluate the achieved fairness from simulation results, we select three

quantitative fairness measures to investigate the fairness with a certain chan-

nel allocation in a WMN. One fairness measure is Jain’s index that provides

an indication of the overall system fairness [70]. The range of Jain’s index is315

between 0 and 1. The system is fairer when the Jain’s index is closer to 1. To

further investigate flow starvation, we select another two fairness measures,

starvation link ratio and highest-to-lowest goodput ratio [6], because Jain’s in-

dex does not provide the information about identifying flow starvation. The

starvation link ratio that is the ratio between the number of starvation links and320

the number of all links in a WMN. Starvation link ratio reflects the percentage

of starvation links among all links. In this paper, we define the starvation link

as that the achieved goodput of a link is less than 20% of the average good-

put. Highest-to-lowest goodput ratio is the ratio between the highest achieved

goodput and the lowest achieved goodput among all the links in a WMN.325

The metrics network goodput and fairness include Jain’s index, link starva-

tion ratio, and highest-to-lowest goodput ratio. Their definitions are as follows:

Definition 4. Jain’s index range FI

Let E denote the set of links in a WMN,

FI =
(∑i∈E Gs(i))2

|E| ×∑i∈E(Gs(i))2 , (4)

where Gs(i) is the normalised goodput of a link i from simulation, |E| is the number of330

links in E.
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Definition 5. Link starvation ratio RS

Let E denote the set of links in a WMN,

RS =
|Estarvation|
|E| , (5)

where |Estarvation| is the number of links that are predicted to have flow starvation. In

this paper, a starvation link is defined as that the achieved goodput of a link is below335

α× Gaverage, where α ∈ [0.0, 0.2] is the starvation factor and Gaverage is the average

goodput in E. |E| is the number of links in E.

Definition 6. Highest-to-lowest goodput ratio HLG

Let E denote the set of links in a WMN,

HLG =
Gmax

Gmin
, (6)

where Gmax and Gmin are the maximum and minimum goodput values among all links340

in E respectively.

Next subsection, we will investigate how different interference set selec-

tions influence network fairness with different topologies.

3.2.2. Comparison of Jain’s index among different interference sets

Figures 4 and 5 are the results of Jain’s index from the clique-based CA al-345

gorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC in grid and random

topologies respectively. In Figure 4 and 5, the X axis denotes the border dis-

tance D from 400 m to 1400 m while the Y axis refers to the achieved Jain’s

index of the channel allocations from different interference sets.

In these two Figures, when border distances D is less than Rcs ( i.e. 400 m350

and 600 m, all nodes are within each other’s carrier sensing range, so called

ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the Jain’s indexes of three interference set selec-

tions γA, γB, and γC are between 0.75 and 0.98. In grid topologies, γC slightly

outperforms γA and γB. In random topologies, γA and γB achieve better Jain’s

index than γC.355

When border distances D is greater than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m,

not all nodes are within each other’s carrier sensing range, so called non-ideal
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carrier sensing scenarios), the Jain’s indexes from γA, γB, and γC decrease to

between 0.4 and 0.7 compared with the results in ideal carrier sensing scenar-

ios. We find one exception that the channel allocation from the interference360

set γA and γB achieves 0.95 in the border distance D as 800 m in Figures 4

and 5. The border distance in that random topology is slightly greater than

carrier sensing range so that border effect does not exist. In grid topologies, γA

slightly outperforms γB and γC. In random topologies, γA, γB achieve better

Jain’s index than γC.365

Overall, the fairness index of three interference set selections decreases with

the increase of border distance in grid and random topologies.
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Figure 4: The comparison of Jain’s index with different interference sets in grid topologies
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Figure 5: The comparison of Jain’s index with different interference sets in random topologies
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3.2.3. Comparison of starvation link ratio among different interference sets

Figures 6 and 7 are the results of starvation link ratio from the clique-based

CA algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC in grid and ran-370

dom topologies respectively. In Figures 6 and 7, the X axis denotes the border

distance while the Y axis refers to the starvation link ratio of different interfer-

ence sets. The starvation factor α is assumed as 0.2.
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Figure 6: Starvation link ratio with different interference sets in grid topologies
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Figure 7: Starvation link ratio with different interference sets in random topologies

In these two Figures, when border distance D is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the starvation link ratios of three375

interference set selections γA, γB, and γC are zero, which means flow starvation

does not exist.
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When border distance D is greater than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m,

the non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the starvation link ratio from γA, γB,

and γC increases up to 0.65 and decreases. We notice that in the above excep-380

tional case at network size is 800 m in Figures 6 and 7, the channel allocation

of interference set γA and γB experiences no starvation. It explains why the

fairness indexes of interference set γA and γB are higher fairness in 800 m (see

Figures 4 and 5). We also notice that the trend of starvation link ratio is oppo-

site to that of Jain’s index. The higher starvation link ratio is, the lower Jain’s385

index is.

3.2.4. Comparison of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio among different interference sets
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Figure 8: Highest-to-lowest goodput ratio with different interference sets in grid topologies

Figures 8 and 9 are the results of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio from the

clique-based CA algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC in

grid and random topologies respectively. In Figures 6 and 7, the X axis denotes390

the border distance while the Y axis refers to the highest-to-lowest goodput

ratio of different interference sets.

In these two Figures, when the border distance D is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the highest-to-lowest goodput

ratios of three interference set selections γA, γB, and γC are very small. When395

the border distance D is greater than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m, the

non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the highest-to-lowest goodput ratio from
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Figure 9: Highest-to-lowest goodput ratio with different interference sets in random topologies

γA, γB, and γC increases up to over 1000. The high highest-to-lowest goodput

ratio in Figures 8 and 9 show a different trend compared with the Jain’s index

in Figures 4 and 5. It matches with our expectation that high highest-to-lowest400

goodput ratio indicates a low Jain’s index.

3.2.5. Jain’s index vs. starvation link ratio

To explore the relation between Jain’s index and starvation link ratio, we

use a scatter plot in Figures 10 and 11. In Figures 10 and 11, the X axis denotes

the starvation link ratio while the Y axis refers to the Jain’s index. The results in405

Figure 10 is for a grid topology and Figure 11 for a random topology. In these

two figures, when starvation ratio is 0, Jain’s index is between 0.75 and 1.0.

When starvation ratio increases from 0.06 to 0.64, Jain’s index decreases from

0.8 to 0.41. Overall, the greater starvation link ratio, the smaller Jain’s index.

However, in Figure 10, the points have Jain’s indexes around 0.55 but their410

starvation ratios are quite different. In Figure 11, the points have starvation

ratio around 0.24 and their Jain’s indexes are much different. Therefore, Jain’s

index is not sensitive to flow starvation. We will use both metrics to evaluate

fairness in this paper.
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Figure 10: Jain’s index vs starvation ratio with different interference sets in grid topologies
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Figure 11: Jain’s index vs starvation ratio with different interference sets in random topologies

3.3. Flow starvation with interference set selections415

Based on the above simulations, we will discuss flow starvation from two

main aspects. The first aspect is the network fairness in WMNs under ideal

carrier sensing and non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios. Second aspect is the
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root cause of flow starvation in non-ideal carrier sensing scenario with respect

to the interference set selection used in CA algorithms.420

In the ideal carrier sensing scenarios, channel allocations form all interfer-

ence sets yield high Jain’s index. Generally, flow starvation is not observed in

ideal carrier sensing scenarios so fairness is satisfactory.

In non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios, Jain’s index decreases among the

channel allocations from all interference sets due to the occurrence of flow star-425

vation. Overall, the greater starvation link ratio is, the lower Jain’s index will

be. Therefore, we conclude that flow starvation is the reason that causes severe

fairness degradation in non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios.

Next, we further investigate in non-ideal carrier sensing scenario, why the

existing interference set selections fail to prevent flow starvation and yield poor430

network fairness.

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

Figure 12: Step 1: allocate a channel to link L1

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

Figure 13: Step 2: allocate a channel to link L2

We use an example to explore the reason. Figures 12 to 15 show how the

clique-based CA algorithm using interference set γA allocates channels to links
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L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

Figure 14: Step 3: allocate a channel to link L3

L1 to L11 in the 1000× 100m2 topology (See Figure 3). In Figure 12, the CA

algorithm starts from link L1 and selects the least-used channel 1 within link435

L1’s conflict set as none of the channel has been used before.

In Figure 13, the CA algorithm checks link L2’s interference set and selects

channel 2 because channel 1 has been used. As same as links L1 and L2, link L3

has been allocated with the least used channel 3 (see Figure 14) In the end, all

the links have been allocated with the least used channel within its interference440

set (see Figure 15).

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

Figure 15: Final step: Channels allocated to all links

L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 L10 L11

Figure 16: The starvation example in channel 1
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In Figure 16, we only list the links allocated with channel 1 from Figure 15.

Among all the links using channel 1, links L1 and L9 are the two border links

that are out of each other’s carrier sensing range. Hence, border effect exists

and causes flow starvation on the middle links L4 and L7 between two border445

links. Once starvation exists, the fairness of this WMN degrades significantly.

From these figures, we find that: (i) flow starvation leads to severe unfair-

ness that is caused by global interference between border links and middle

links, and (ii) CA algorithms cannot prevent flow starvation because the inter-

ference model used to select interference sets only consider local interference450

between a link and its neighbouring links. Hence, CA algorithms using these

interference models result in local optimal solutions. Next section, we will de-

sign a new interference model with consideration of both global interference

and local interference.

4. A new interference model455

In this section, we define a new interference model based on our previous

studies [18, 71]. This new interference model reflects two types of interference,

local interference and global interference with saturated traffic assumption for

the whole network. First, we will explain the definitions of local interference

and global interference and then analyse the effect of these two interference on460

network fairness in WMNs.

4.1. Local interference

In this paper, local interference refers to the interference between a link and

its neighbouring links. Such local interference is observed from the perspective

of a local node. The three interference set selections in Section 3 are designed465

based on three local interference models. In our new interference model, we

use the local interference model used for selecting γA to reflect the local inter-

ference. Here, we will not repeat the definition and explain how to select a

local interference set.
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Figure 17: The 3 links scenario

4.2. Global interference470

Different from the local interference, global interference is observed from

the perspective of the whole network and reflects the interference between bor-

der links and middle links in a WMN using a single radio when the border

links are out of each other’s carrier sensing range. The concept of global in-

terference can be extended to a multi radio WMN (with k radios) by assuming475

each radio is has its own global interference set indexed by k . This approach

assumes that each of the k radios do not interfere with one another.

Back to the single radio case, for example, Figure 17 is used to explain the

concept of global interference. The links L1 and L3 are the two border links that

are beyond each other’s carrier sensing range while link L2 is in the middle480

and within the carrier sensing range of both links L1 and L3. Because border

links L1 and L3 and middle link L2 sense the channel state differently, two

border links occupy the channel capacity and the middle link get starved under

saturated traffic assumption.

To help understand the global interference defined in our interference model,485

we will give the definition of global interference sets and explain how to select

global interference sets with an example.
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4.2.1. Definition of global interference sets

We define two different types of global interference sets, border sets (γLB

and γRB) and middle-link set γML as follows:490

Definition 7. Global interference Border sets γLB and γRB

Let E denote the complete set of links in a WMN. For E, the left border set γLB and the

right border set γRB,

γLB =
{

l ∈ E \ {i ∈ γRB} | dl,i > Rcs and Fl < Fi
}

,

γRB =
{

l ∈ E \ {i ∈ γLB} | dl,i > Rcs and Fl > Fi
}

.
(7)

whereby dl,i is the Cartesian distance between sender nodes in link l and link i that

belong to the left border set and right border set, Rcs is the carrier sensing range, Fl495

and Fi are the Cartesian coordinates of the sender nodes in link j and link i respectively.

F is a function extracting either the x or y coordinate of a node, corresponding to the

largest dimensions of the bounding box of all nodes in a given network.

Definition 8. Global interference Middle-link set γML : Let E denote the complete

set of links in a WMN. For E, the middle link set γML,500

γML = {l ∈ E \ {i ∈ γLB or ∈ γRB} } . (8)

4.2.2. Example for selecting global interference sets

We use the topology shown in Figure 18 to illustrate the definitions of global

interference set. Based on the Definitions 7 and 8, the interference sets are

as follows: γLB = {L1, L2}, γRB = {L10, L11}, and γML = {L3 − L9}. In

Figure 18, two red circles denote the carrier sensing range of γLB and γRB. The505

set of middle links γML are defined to be within the carrier sensing rangesof

both γLB and γRB. γLB and γRB are out of each other’s the carrier sensing range.

The global interference sets γLB, γRB, and γML will be used in our proposed CA

algorithm to improve fairness.

4.3. Analysis about the effect of local and global interference on fairness510

Based on the above definitions and the investigation in section 3, we will

discuss the effect of local interference and global interference on fairness. The
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Figure 18: Selecting global interference sets

local interference between a link and its interfering links normally causes the

variation of network fairness among these links, while the global interference

between border links and middle links may cause flow starvation that can lead515

to significant fairness degradation. Therefore, global interference is the main

cause of unfairness in WMNs. To improve fairness in WMNs, we need to first

solve flow starvation caused by the primary factor, global interference and then

alleviate local interference.

In next sections, we will validate our analysis by applying our new inter-520

ference model to a new CA algorithm to select local and global interference

sets.

5. Solving flow starvation and improving fairness

In this section, we develop a new Anti-Starvation Channel Assignment

(ASCA) algorithm to solve the flow starvation problem and improve the fair-525

ness among the links in a WMN. We first introduce the design of this ASCA

algorithm and then validate ASCA algorithm through simulation compared

with the results in Section 3.
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5.1. The design of ASCA algorithm

Our proposed ASCA algorithm aims to improve fairness by solving global530

interference and preventing flow starvation. As we mentioned in Section 1, we

propose the ASCA as a static and traffic-unaware CA algorithm for planning

WMNs.

Figure 19 shows the logic flow of the ASCA algorithm. The input and out-

put of Algorithm 4 are identical to those of Algorithm 1. the ASCA algorithm535

first check whether the border distance D of a given WMN is greater than car-

rier sensing range RCS. If D ≤ RCS that this WMN is an ideal carrier sensing

scenario, we apply a partition CA algorithm to allocate channels to the links in

the network. The purpose of using a partition CA algorithm is to alleviate in-

terference and achieve the fairness among subgroups using different channels.540

If D > RCS that the given WMN is a non-ideal carrier sensing scenario and

global interference may exist, the ASCA algorithm will first solve the global in-

terference and then reduce the local interference among the links within each

global interference sets.

To solve the global interference in non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios, the545

ASCA algorithm first identifies the global interference sets and formulates the

objective function to achieve the fairness among three global interference sets

as an ILP problem in Definition 9. The objective is defined to achieve the maxi-

mum fairness by minimising the difference of goodput between the border sets

and the middle set. In Definition 9, y is the variable that refers to the number550

of channels for the border set. M, |γB|, and N are three constant values from

CA inputs denoting the number of available channels, the number of links in

the border set and the number of links in the whole network respectively.

To achieve fairness among three global interference sets, we try to find a y

representing the channel number allocated to the global border sets, which can555

minimise the difference of average goodput between global border sets and

global middle link sets in equation 10 by satisfying the constraint that y is no

more than the available channel number M.
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Figure 19: The logic flow of the ASCA algorithm

Definition 9. Objective function: Let E denote the complete set of links in a WMN.

The objective is to:560

maximise Fairness in E via minimising the expression in 10, (9)

arg y∈Z+

0<y≤M−1
min

(
y
|γB|

− M− y
N − 2× |γB|

)
, (10)

whereby M is the available channel number, y is the channel number for border

sets, γB is the link number of one border set, N is the link number in E.

The formulation of the objective function in Definition 9 is essentially an In-

teger Linear Programming (ILP) problem seeking a y that maximises fairness.

Because the objective function has a single variable and is bounded by M− 1,565

therefore the complexity of the ILP formulation is O(M − 1) where M is the

number of available channels [72].

With the solution from the ILP function, the ASCA algorithm preallocates
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the channels to the global border sets and middle link set. Our strategy to solve

flow starvation is to allocate distinct channels to global border sets and middle570

set. After that, the ASCA selects a partition method to allocate preallocated

channels to the links within each global interference set. The purpose of using

a partition CA algorithm is to achieve the fairness among each links in each

global interference set.

The design of the ASCA is listed in Algorithm 4. First, the ASCA algorithm575

orders with all links within E based on Definition 7 with an increasing order

(lines 2 of Algorithm 4). In line 3 of Algorithm 4, the ASCA algorithm calcu-

lates the network size D. If border distance D ≤ RCS (an ideal carrier sensing

scenario), the ASCA algorithm uses a partition method in Algorithm 6 to di-

vide link set E into subgroups based on the allocated channel number (see line580

5 of Algorithm 4).

If border distance D > RCS (a non-ideal carrier sensing scenario), the ASCA

algorithm has two phases for this situation. In the first phase, the ASCA algo-

rithm selects global interference sets (see lines 7 of Algorithm 4). The logic for

constructing the global interference sets is listed in Algorithm 5 that we first se-585

lect two border sets in E based on the Definition 7 and then adds the remaining

links to γML. Subsequently, the ASCA searches the optimal channel number y

to satisfy the ILP objective function in line 8 of Algorithm 4. Then the ASCA se-

lects distinct channels to global border sets and middle link set (see lines 9− 10

of Algorithm 4). In the second phase, the ASCA uses the partition method (see590

Algorithm 6) to divide each global interference set into subgroups based on the

allocated channel number (see line 11 of Algorithm 4).

For non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios, in the first phase, the ASCA algo-

rithm solves global interference by partitioning border sets and middle-link set

with different channels and allocates identical channel to γLB and γRB to im-595

prove spatial reuse while in the second phase, the ASCA algorithm minimises

local interference within each global interference set.

In the ASCA algorithm, we select a simple partition method (c.f. Algo-

rithm 6). In Algorithm 6, the inputs are the link set Ereorder and the avail-
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Algorithm 4: Pseudo code for the ASCA algorithm
Input : C, E, P

Output: Channel allocation of all the links in E

1 begin

2 Ereorder ← links in E sorted with an increasing order based on

Definition 7 ;

3 Calculate D = |Ereorder[last]− Ereorder[ f irst]|;
4 if D ≤ Rcs then

5 Apply a partition algorithm to Ereorder (see Algorithm 6);

6 else

7 Select γLB, γRB, and γML (see Algorithm 5) ;

8 Calculate y to achieve min
(

y
|γB | −

M−y
N−2×|γB |

)
;

9 Randomly select channels y ∈ C to γLB and γRB;

10 Select channels Z ∈ C \ {y} to γML;

11 Apply a partition algorithm to γLB, γRB, and γML (see

Algorithm 6);

12 end

13 end
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Algorithm 5: Selecting global interference sets γLB, γRB, and γML

1 foreach link i ∈ Ereorder do

2 Select link j = Ereorder[last];

3 if di,j > Rcs then

4 γLB ← i

5 end

6 end

7 foreach link i ∈ Ereorder do

8 Select link j = Ereorder[ f irst];

9 if di,j > Rcs then

10 γRB ← i

11 end

12 end

13 foreach link i ∈ γLB do

14 foreach link j ∈ γRB do

15 if di,j ≤ Rcs then

16 Remove link i from γLB;

17 Remove link j from γRB ;

18 Go to 13;

19 end

20 end

21 end

22 foreach link i ∈ Eorder do

23 if link i 6∈ γLB ∪ γRB then

24 γML ← i

25 end

26 end
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Algorithm 6: Pseudo code for a partition CA algorithm
Input : C, E

Output: Channel allocation of all the links in E

1 begin

2 Divide E into subsets E(i), indexed by channel index i ∈ C;

3 foreach Channel i ∈ C do

4 Allocate channel i to E(i) ;

5 end

6 end

able channel set C and output is the channel allocation of the links in Eorder.600

This partition CA algorithm divides the link set Ereorder into groups where the

number of groups is equal to the number of available channels (line 2 of Al-

gorithm 6) and allocate each group with different channels (lines 3− 5 of Al-

gorithm 6). By using different channels in different groups, the partition CA

algorithm mitigates the channel contention among different groups.605

5.2. Validation of the ASCA algorithm with three channels

In this subsection, we validate the ASCA algorithm with our benchmarks

through simulation. Our benchmarks are the clique-based algorithm with three

different interference set selections γA, γB, and γC (see Section 3) and single-

channel (SC) CA algorithm. The algorithm inputs and simulation configura-610

tions are as same as those in section 3.2.1. We validate our ASCA algorithm

from four aspects, overall Jain’s index, starvation link ratio, highest-to-lowest

goodput ratio and average goodput.

5.2.1. Comparison of Jain’s index

Figure 20 and 21 are the results of Jain’s index from the clique-based CA615

algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC, SC CA algorithm,

and ASCA algorithm in grid and random topologies respectively. In Figures 20

and 21, the X axis denotes the border distance in Figure 3 from 400 m to 1400 m
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while the Y axis refers to the achieved Jain’s index of the channel allocations

from different algorithms.
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Figure 20: The comparison of Jain’s index using three channels in grid topologies
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Figure 21: The comparison of Jain’s index using three channels in random topologies

In these two Figures, when the border distance is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), all five CA algorithms achieve

similar Jain’s index. When the border distance is greater than Rcs (i.e. between

800 m and 1400 m, the non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the ASCA algo-

rithm achieves better Jain’s index than other four CA algorithms in both grid625

and random topologies. We also notice that in non-ideal carrier sensing scenar-

ios, the clique-based CA algorithm using three available channels achieves the
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similar Jain’s index as that of SC CA algorithm. It shows that more available

channels may not contribute to high fairness if the CA algorithm cannot effec-

tively prevent flow starvation. Overall, in non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios,630

the ASCA algorithm achieves 24–62% better fairness compared with the selec-

tion strategy γA (the highest among three interference sets) in terms of Jain’s

index.
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Figure 22: The comparison of starvation link ratio using three channels in grid topologies
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Figure 23: The comparison of starvation link ratio using three channels in random topologies

5.2.2. Comparison of starvation link ratio

Figures 22 and 23 are the results of starvation link ratio from the clique-635

based CA algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC, SC CA
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algorithm, and ASCA algorithm in grid and random topologies respectively.

In Figure 22 and 23, the X axis denotes the border distance in Figure 3 while

the Y axis refers to the starvation link ratio of different CA algorithms. The

starvation factor α is assumed as 0.2.640

In these two Figures, when the border distance is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the starvation link ratios of all

CA algorithms are zero, which means starvation does not exist. When the bor-

der distance is greater than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m, the non-ideal

carrier sensing scenarios), only ASCA algorithm remains the starvation link645

ratio as zero while flow starvation exists in the channel allocation of other CA

algorithms. The zero starvation link ratio of ASCA algorithm explains the cor-

responding high Jain’s index in Figures 20 and 21.

5.2.3. Comparison of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio

Figures 24 and 25 are the results of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio from the650

clique-based CA algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC, SC

CA algorithm, and ASCA algorithm in grid and random topologies respec-

tively. In Figures 24 and 25, the X axis denotes the border distance in Figure 3

while the Y axis refers to the highest-to-lowest goodput ratio of different CA

algorithms.
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Figure 24: The comparison of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio using three channels in grid topolo-

gies
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Figure 25: The comparison of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio using three channels in random

topologies

In these two Figures, when the border distance is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m655

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the highest-to-lowest goodput

ratios of all CA algorithms are very small. When the border distance is greater

than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m, the non-ideal carrier sensing scenar-

ios), the highest-to-lowest goodput ratio of the ASCA algorithm remains very

small compared with the other four algorithms.660

5.2.4. Comparison of average goodput
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Figure 26: The comparison of average goodput using three channels in grid topologies
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Figure 27: The comparison of average goodput using three channels in random topologies

To further evaluate the performance of the ASCA algorithm, we compare

the ASCA algorithm with the other four CA algorithms in terms of average

goodput. Figures 26 and 27 are the results of average goodput from the clique-

based algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC, SC CA al-665

gorithm, and ASCA algorithm in grid and random topologies respectively. In

Figures 26 and 27, the X axis denotes the border distance in Figure 3 while the

Y axis refers to the average goodput of different CA algorithms.

In these two Figures, when the border distance is less than Rcs (i.e. 400 m

and 600 m, the ideal carrier sensing scenarios), the ASCA algorithm achieves670

the same average goodput as that of the clique-based CA algorithm using γA

and γB. SC CA algorithm achieves least average goodput. When the border

distance is greater than Rcs (i.e. between 800 m and 1400 m, so called non-ideal

carrier sensing scenarios), the ASCA algorithm decreases 24–34% in average

goodput compared with the best result from γA. The reason for γA and γB675

achieving higher goodput than ASCA is that γA and γB reuse all the channels

in the non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios. But the ASCA algorithm partially

reuses the channels to eliminate border effect and flow starvation that scarfices

the average goodput.
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5.3. Validation of ASCA algorithm with twelve channels680

In this subsection, we validate the ASCA algorithm with our benchmarks

using twelve channels through simulation. The grid topologies we use in this

subsection deploy links with D = 1000m, Dtr = 50 m and constant interval d of

30 m (see Figure 3). The simulation configurations is in Table 4. The number of

available channels is 12 and the carrier sensing range is 675 m according to the685

configuration in Table 4. We validate our ASCA algorithm from four aspects,

overall Jain’s index, starvation link ratio, highest-to-lowest goodput ratio and

average goodput. The starvation factor α is assumed as 0.2.

Table 4: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Name Value

Transmission Power 20 dBm

Receiver Sensitivity -85 dBm

Path Loss Model Two-Ray

Shadowing and Fading Model None

Routing Static Routing

Physical Layer IEEE 802.11 a

Data Rate 6 Mbps

Packet Size 1500 Bytes

Inter-packet Interval 2 ms

In Figure 28, the ASCA algorithm achieves the highest Jain’s index among

all CA algorithms. Even using 12 channels in such a dense topology, the clique-690

based CA algorithm using interference set selections γA, γB, and γC still have

flow starvation but ASCA algorithm effectively prevents flow starvation (see

Figure 29). This shows that existing interference models still drive CA algo-

rithm to flow starvation and poor fairness with more channels available be-

cause they only consider local interference.695

Figure 30 shows that the ASCA algorithm outperforms the other CA al-

gorithms in terms of highest-to-lowest goodput ratio. This matches with the
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Figure 28: The comparison of fairness index using twelve channels in a grid topology
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Figure 29: The comparison of starvation ratio using twelve channels in a grid topology

Jain’s index trend in Figure 28. For average goodput, the ASCA algorithm

achieves more than γC and SC but γA and γB achieves higher goodput than

ASCA. Along the same lines of explanation in Section 5.2.4, γA and γB fully700

reuse the 12 available channels for the links in the topology but the ASCA al-

gorithm partially reuse these channels to separate border sets and middle sets

with different channels that sacrifices average goodput. The interference set

γC select fewer channels the selection strategy and SC has only one available

channel.705
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Figure 30: The comparison of high-to-low goodput ratio using twelve channels
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Figure 31: The comparison of average goodput using twelve channels

5.4. Discussion about ASCA algorithm

In this section, we propose a CA algorithm (ASCA) to solve flow starvation

and improve fairness in WMNs. Through simulation validation, we find that

in ideal carrier sensing scenarios, the ASCA algorithm achieves similar fairness

and average goodput as the clique-based CA algorithm using interference set710

selections γA, γB, and γC. It matches with our expectation that flow starvation

does not exist in ideal carrier sensing scenarios and all links fairly share the

channel capacity.
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In non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios, the ASCA algorithm achieves highest

fairness among all the CA algorithms by preventing flow starvation. However,715

it attains lower average goodput compared with the clique-based CA algo-

rithm using interference set selections γA and γB. To prevent flow starvation

and improve fairness, our algorithm partitions the border sets and middle-link

set with different channel, sacrificing spatial reuse and yields lower average

goodput. Besides the simulation results shown in this paper, we have also vali-720

dated the ASCA algorithm using channel counts up to 12 and the observations

are similar to those using three available channels in this paper. This proves

that the ASCA algorithm effectively solves flow starvation and improves the

overall system fairness.

6. Conclusions725

In this paper, we investigate how existing interference models influence the

interference set selection in CA algorithms and network fairness in WMNs.

With numerous simulation results, we found that the interference set selection

strategies used by existing CA algorithms only consider the local interference

among adjacent links and lack the consideration of global interference between730

border links and middle links. Hence, CA algorithms using these interference

set selection strategies fail to prevent flow starvation and yield poor fairness.

We design a novel interference model that accounts for both global and

local interference that goes beyond local interference. The newly proposed

ASCA algorithm utilises this novel interference model that takes into account735

global and local interference in selecting interference sets. Moreover, the ASCA

algorithm formulates the fairness among global interference sets as an ILP

problem. Simulation results show that the ASCA algorithm effectively pre-

vents flow starvation and achieves better fairness compared to the clique-based

CA algorithm using existing interference models. In the future, we will study740

multi radio extensions for ASCA and explore multi-objective optimisation to

achieve desired fairness and average goodput for planning WMNs.
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